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Abstract—The geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) are a
potentially catastrophic threat to large-scale power system
operations especially the bulk transformers, possibly leading to
severe outages. This paper provides a system-wide transformer
temperature analysis due to GIC-induced half-cycle saturation.
The derived thermal assessment model identifies the potential
overheated transformers in a geomagnetic disturbance (GMD)
event and characterizes the relationship between the GIC and the
transformer’s temperature response. The suggested approach is
applied to the 20-bus GIC benchmark test case facing a GMD
event, where the time-varying temperature responses are evaluated
and numerically analyzed in both normal and hotspot contingency
scenarios.
Index Terms— geomagnetic disturbances (GMD); hotspot
temperature; transformer; geomagnetic induced current (GIC).

I. INTRODUCTION

G

EOMAGNETIC DISTURBANCES (GMD) can have
destructive impacts on power system critical infrastructure
especially power transformers. Solutions are, hence, required to
monitor, control and mitigate such potential threats. Space
weather-driven reactions triggered by solar storms (coronal
mass ejection) result in space magnetic field variations, which
itself induces a geo-electric field at the surface of the earth
causing geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) injected into
the grounding points of the electric power grid [1].
Power transformers are the most common entry for GICs,
resulting in an offset of the ac sinusoidal flux in transformer
cores. As a result, when the GICs—characterized by quasi-dc
currents—are injected into the power network, transformers
may face asymmetric or half-cycle saturation, absorbing higher
reactive power, and imposing additional eddy current in various
segments of the core, winding, and metallic parts. Such induced
overcurrent leads to an intensified temperature rise of
transformers’ windings and metallic plates [2].
These detrimental effects can appear alone or combined, and
may result in system-wide disruptions leading to possible
cascades and blackouts. An example of such space-driven
natural incidents is a historical GMD event that occurred on
March 13, 1989, where people in the northeastern U.S. and
especially in Canada experienced a 9-hour blackout—one of the
largest outages caused by geomagnetic solar storms in history
[3]. Studies of historical GMD events reveal that they have the
potential for wide-spread disruptions to power systems
depending on the regional latitude and grounding conductivity
levels. For instance, Southern Sweden, Hungary, and South
Africa experienced a blackout due to geomagnetic storms on
October 29, 2003 [4], as a result, a GIC-caused loss of 15 high
voltage 400kV transformers was reported in South Africa and
thousands of customers lost electricity for hours in Sweden [5].
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture suggested for thermal analysis of power grid
transformers impacted by GICs.

While a GMD is difficult to predict, understanding its
formation mechanism and impacts on power grid critical
infrastructure can provide insightful information to grid planners
and operators. Several efforts in the literature have been reported
to monitor [6]-[7], control [8]-[9] and mitigate [10], [11] the
impacts of GICs on power networks. Many of the past efforts
have focused on GIC monitoring and modeling [12]-[15]. Other
aspects of GMD impacts have been also studied: GIC impact on
harmonics [16], GIC impact on voltages and generation outputs
[17], GIC impact on transformer reactive power losses [18], etc.
Studies have also been conducted to analyze the thermal
impacts of GMDs on power transformers. A thermal equivalent
circuit of transformers based on a basic heat transfer model is
suggested in [19], [20]. Field test research on top oil temperature
rise and heating parameter estimation is reported in [21], [22]. A
transformer heating assessment is presented in [23] to describe
thermal models for hotspot temperature rise in transformers.
Thermal impacts of dc currents on power transformers (winding
and metallic parts) are investigated in [24]. The impact of GIC
on single and three-phase transformers is studied in [25]. A finite
element model is utilized in [26] to capture core heating losses.
Oil temperature analysis using finite element method is
performed in [27] enabling accurate estimation of temperature
distribution in transformer windings.
All power transformers across the network may not be
equipped with thermal sensors. Among the existing sensors,
aging or other equipment issues might make the measurements
unavailable or unusable [28].
System-wide thermal assessment of the transformers
described in this paper could potentially help grid operators
continuously monitor vulnerable equipment. This paper
develops, for the first time, a systematic framework to assess the
thermal response of transformers during GMD events: (i)
analyze the time-varying temperature behavior in normal
operating conditions (when all transformers are fully
functioning) (ii) contingency scenarios (when a transformer is
expected to be thermally damaged), and determine the
characteristics of the most thermally vulnerable transformers in
the power system. Motivated by the procedure given in [29], Fig.

1 illustrates the suggested architecture for bulk power system
analysis impacted by GICs. In our paper, the GIC model is
derived based on the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) benchmark scenario (GMD case 1989)
with the peak electric field value of 8 V/km derived from
statistical analysis of historical magnetometer data [30]. The
corresponding temperature impacts are studied through a
thermal analysis model implemented in the 20-bus GIC test case
[31].

where, V = [V1 ,..., Vn ]T is a voltage vector containting dc voltage
at any bus and substation neutral, and matrix G represents the
network conductance matrix, resulted from the bus admittance
matrix. The GIC current flow Inm through the transformers
located between bus n and bus m can be calculated as follows:

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. A background
on GIC characteristics and its modeling in power systems are
introduced in Section II. The derived formulation and
transformer thermal model are presented in Section III.
Numerical case studies are demonstrated in Section IV, and
concluding remarks are mentioned in Section V.

substations, respectively. G nm represents the conductance
matrix of the transmission line between bus n and bus m, and it
denotes the equivalent conductance with transformer windings.
Finally, the linear relationship between the geoelectric field (E)
and the dc current injection (2) will yield to transformer GIC:

ITnm = G nm . ( Vn - Vm ) ,

Several parameters are involved in characterizing the GIC
flow estimation, including geomagnetic latitude, power grid
topology, ground conductivity, and geoelectric field magnitude
and orientations [33]. The transmission line length as well as line
orientation alignments with corresponding geo-electric fields
are considered to be key topological parameters that influence
GIC magnitudes in the electric grid. Another critical parameter
contributing to GIC magnitudes is the line resistance. GIC
magnitudes are more of an issue in low-resistive high-voltage
lines than low-voltage lines. Statistics show that when the same
level of GICs is injected into different designs of power
transformers, the single-phase power transformers have higher
GIC-caused saturation vulnerabilities than the three-phase
transformers. Three-phase core transformers with three-limb are
the least susceptible to GIC-caused saturation [34].
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A. Key Parameters for GIC Characterization
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where, Ω B and Ω S are the sets of network buses and

ITdc = G total

II. GIC MODELLING AND CHARACTERISTICS

∀n ∈ Ω B , ∀m ∈ Ω S

where, G total is all the dc conductance
transmission lines, and transformer) quantities.

(5)
(substations,

C. Calculation of Effective GIC on Transformers
The effective GIC is used to measure the impact of the GIC
on power transformers. The effective GIC for a wye groundeddelta transformer is equal to the GIC current flow through wye
winding. However, in autotransformers and wye grounded-wye
transformers both low and high side of the transformer pass the
GIC. In this case, the transformer turn ratio should be considered
to determine the reflection of the overall impact of dc current on
both winding sides. Per phase effective GIC can be calculated
using (6):
GIC
I effective
=

I
α IH + IL
V
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VH
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3

(6)

B. GIC Modelling in DC Network Analysis

where, I H and I N are the high-side and neutral dc current,

According to Faraday’s law, change of Earth’s magnetic field
induces geoelectric field above the Earth’s surface. If the
geoelectric field is assumed to be uniform within the footprint
of power system components, it can be represented as

respectively. VH is the rated voltage (rms) at high-voltage

→

E = [ EN , EE ] in which E N and EE are the Northward and

Eastward geoelectric field (V/km) components, respectively.
These induced electric fields are the inputs to the GIC model,
represented as a dc voltage source connected in series with the
ac transmission lines as follows [9], [35]:

V (n, m) = EN LN (n, m) + EE LE (n, m)

(1)

where, LN (n, m) and LE (n, m) represent the Northward and
Eastward distance for a transmission line connecting bus m and
bus n. The dc current injection, Idc, can be assessed using the
Norton equivalent model (2) and (3) by taking into account the
effective resistance, Reff , such as the line resistance, substation
grounding resistance, and transformer winding resistance.
Idc = I (n, m) =


 1
V(n, m)
= 
( EN LN (n, m) + EE LE (n, m)) 

REff
(n,m)  REff

V = G -1 I dc

(2)
(3)

terminal. VX is the rated voltage (rms) at low-voltage terminal.
III. TRANSFORMER THERMAL MODELLING: FORMULATIONS
A. Transformer Thermal Factors
Thermal stress on power transformers during a GMD event
should be evaluated carefully due to dynamic observations on
the temperature deviations. Continuous track of the transformer
temperature rise during emergency scenarios can help identify
the potential overheated transformers. There are three main
elements that need to be considered for transformer thermal
estimation: oil, windings, and metallic parts (tie plates) [36].
Statistics reported by NERC reveal that the tie plate is the most
thermally-vulnerable element in transformers. The temperature
rise of the tie plate to a given constant dc current is higher than
that for windings [30]. Since the oil has a larger thermal time
constant (in the order of hours), the oil temperature variation is
relatively low. Another factor is the ambient temperature that
can vary hourly and have a direct impact on the total temperature
rise. To simplify, a constant oil and ambient temperature are
assumed in the simulations.

n

− t /τ
 Δθ (t ) = θ ss (1 −  ci e i )

i =1
θ = Δθ − Δθ
F
i
 ss

lim Δθ (t ) = θ ss
 t →∞
 Δθ (t ) = 0

(7)
(8)

∀t < 0

where, parameter τ denotes the thermal time constant (here for
tie plate), θ ss is the steady state temperature θi and θ F are the
Fig. 2. Metallic hot spot heating curve due to a 16.67 A/phase induced
current.

initial and final temperature, respectively, ci is the coefficient
of the exponential thermal function, and (8) represents the
boundary of the thermal model. Since the steady-state
temperature to a given constant current is time-invariant, the
heating model is defined as a linear time invariant (LTI) system.
The impulse response of the system can be calculated by
derivation of the step response as follows:
t

θ ss ci −τ
e = h(t )
i =1 τ i
n

Δθ h (t ) = 

i

(9)

Having derived the thermal impulse response, one can obtain the
output (i.e., the temperature in this case) to any given input [i.e.
GIC(t)] using a convolution function as follows:

Δθ HS (t ) = GIC (t ) * h(t )
Fig. 3. Asymptotic steady-state hotspot temperature (metallic part) vs. GIC
[30].

B. Influence of Temperature rise on Transformer Life-Time
One of the critical parameters which affects a transformer’s
life is temperature. In fact, the higher temperature rise the less
transformer life expectancy. Further, the main cause of
transformer failure is insulation damages. Hence, anything that
triggers the transformer insulation breakdown (such as moisture,
overloading the transformer, poor oil quality, and extreme
temperature) reduces transformers life expectancy. However,
accurate estimation of loss of transformer insulation life is
challenging due to its dependence on time-varying factors such
as temperature, moisture, and oxygen content. Thanks to the
advanced high-accuracy technologies applied in oil preservation
processes, it is assumed that the main factor which contributes
to the transformer deterioration and loss of life would be the
non-uniform temperature distribution across the winding and
metallic parts.
C. Transformer Thermal Model Approximation
Estimation of the transformer thermal response, when the
time series injected GIC input data is known, can be
accomplished by utilizing either the test measurement data or
the manufacture calculations. In so doing, the temperature rise
response is approximated based on the measured hotspot
thermal response to a given constant current. Fig. 2. illustrates
that the temperature rise increases exponentially while a 16.67
A/phase dc step current is injected into the 400 kV transformer’
tie-plate [30]. The asymptotic steady-state temperature response
to the different levels of current is illustrated in Fig. 3. As can
be seen, the final steady-state thermal response to various levels
of constant dc currents can be linearly approximated. The
approximated step response of the transformer’s hotspot rise
(see Fig. 2) can be mathematically modeled by a series of
exponentials at constant transformer loading as follows:

(10)

The above heating model can be utilized to predict the
temperature rise of both windings and metallic part of the
transformer [20]. Due to the limited access of the measured GICtemperature data, the assumption made in modeling and
simulations here is that all transformers have the same design
characteristics (equal time constant) and follow the above
heating curve patterns. The only parameter that should be
carefully selected is the time constant since different time
constant yields various temperature responses. The model can
be generalized if the user-defined time constant is calculated
accurately based on the measured test cases. The final hotspot
temperature rise can be estimated by adding the oil temperature
rise and the ambient temperature to the hotspot temperature
model. The oil viscosity changes and this variation with
temperature loss may need to be considered for a more accurate
oil temperature assessment.

θ Final (t ) = θ HS + θ oil + θ Ambient

(11)

According to the IEEE-C57-12, 2015 [37], particular
attention must be paid to long-time transformer operation at
rated load above the temperature 110 °C. The average and
maximum winding threshold on temperature rise above the
ambient temperature should not exceed 65 °C and 80 °C,
respectively. Moreover, the transformer hotspot temperature
threshold for a short period of time and under full load condition
is ~200 °C (including oil and ambient temperature). The metallic
parts of the transformer in contact with the insulation shall not
attain a temperature rise higher than winding hotspot
temperature rise at maximum rated load [37].
IV.

CASE STUDIES AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The proposed approach is tested through the 20-bus GIC test
case. The algorithms are developed in MATLAB environment
and case studies are simulated in PowerWorld (PW) Simulator
tool. The benchmark time series electric field derived from a
recorded GMD event on March 13, 1989, has been utilized as
the input to the developed GIC modeling toolset.

Fig.4 The max. GIC and its corresponding max. temperature rise at all the
transformers’ tie-plate: During normal operating condition scenario (S1).

TABLE I
CASE STUDY: GIC AND THERMAL RESPONSE OF THE TIE-PLATES (S1)
Nominal
kV Rate

T1

Bus
(FromTo)
3-4

345/500

Max.
GIC
(A/Phase)
37.16

Max.
Temp.
(°C )
19.68

Average
GIC
(A/Phase)
2.17

T2
T3

3-4

345/500

37.16

19.68

2.17

3-4

345/500

44.92

23.86

2.64

T4

3-4

345/500

44.92

23.86

2.64

T5

20-5

345/500

200.7

112.85

13.12

T6

20-5

345/500

200.7

112.85

13.12

T7

6-7

500/22

208.47

109.86

12.08

T8

6-8

500/22

208.47

109.86

12.08

#

T9

12-13

500/22

98.20

57.62

5.92

T10

12-14

500/22

98.20

57.62

5.92

T11

16-15

345/500

111.34

67.59

7.62

T12

16-15

345/500

111.34

67.59

7.62

T13

18-17

22/345

120.97

71.95

8.13

T14

18-17

22/345

120.97

71.95

8.13

The studied time-varying E-field is in the form of a uniform
space spectral across the entire network. The E-field time series
data is sampled at a 10s time resolution and used to estimate the
GIC(t). The maximum E-field value in the benchmark dataset is
8 V/km. The corresponding GIC values assessed through the
time series E-field data set—using (1)-(5)—will be applied as
the input to the heating model described in Section III. The
hotspot time constant is derived from Fig. 2 and is set to 770 s.
Two scenarios are applied in the case study. In so doing, the
transformers’ thermal behavior is analyzed in (i) normal
operating scenario where all network transformers are fully
functional, and (ii) a hotspot contingency scenario where one
transformer violates its temperature limit and, thus, eliminated
from the system. As a result, the impact of transformer thermal
violation on other near-bus transformers are analyzed.

• Scenario 1 (S1): Normal Operating Condition
The system under study contains a total of 31 transmission
lines, 15 transformers (T), and 7 generating units, with the total
capacity of 4780.61 MW, serving a total demand of 4700 MW.
The time-variant electric field—which consists of 11,200 Efield data points at a sample rate of 10s—is applied to generate
a time series of effective GIC(t) injected in each transformer.
Having calculated the effective GICs flowing into all system
transformers as the input to the derived thermal model, the

Fig. 5. The dynamic trend of GIC-caused temperature rise over time at the
most thermally susceptible transformer tie-plate (T6): During normal
operating condition scenario (S1).

transformer thermal behavior can be traced. Table I displays
information of transformers and the maximum and average
effective GIC injecting into all network transformers. Fig. 4
illustrates the maximum GIC (A/phase) and its corresponding
maximum temperature rise at all the transformers’ tie-plate.
According to (11), if the oil and ambient temperature values are
also taken into account, the transformer temperature rise would
be even higher. Note that there is a GIC-blocking device located
in substation 1 and, thus, no effective GIC flows into that
transformer [31]. The rest of the interested transformers for
evaluating their thermal behavior are numbered as can be seen
in Table I.
Based on the IEEE-C57-12, the average and maximum
temperature threshold should not exceed 65 °C and 80 °C,
respectively. From the results presented in Table I, one can
realize that although the average GIC (t) flowing in each
transformer is relatively low, the maximum temperature rise at
some transformers exceeds the average thermal threshold (65
°
C). Such a response depends on multiple factors: magnitude and
the number of frequencies in GIC pulses greater than 75 A/phase
and the time they last (ranging between seconds to minuets).
The study results in Table I reveals that the higher voltage
transformers may not always experience a higher-level GIC. For
instance, take transformer 1 (T1) as an example: T1 with a
higher voltage rating is exposed to a lower GIC than the
transformer 13 (T13) with a lower voltage rate.
Normally, the higher GIC level results in higher losses and
temperature rise. However, as it can be concluded in Table I and
Fig. 4, the transformers (T7 and T8) exposed to the highest GIC
peak level of 208.47 A/phase do not experience the highest
temperature rise. Numerical results show that the transformers
connected between bus 20 and bus 5 (T5 and T6) have the
highest temperature peak of 112.8 °C (with lower peak GIC level
compared to T7 and T8). The dynamic temperature response of
T6 which experienced the highest temperature rise vs. the GIC
(t) is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Depending on the geographical location of transformers and
seasonal weather the average ambient temperature may vary.
Liquid-filled transformers come in standard rises of 55 °C and
65 °C. These values are based on a maximum ambient
temperature of 40 °C [38]. Noteworthy to mention that the
NERC standard states that the vulnerable transformers are
among those which experience GICs above 75 A/phase. In our
simulation, all the transformers with the temperature peak above
the threshold limit are among those exposed to the GICs higher
than 75 A/phase at some time points.

Fig. 6. Transformers’ tie-plate temperature rise contour of 20-bus test system: During a contingency operating condition (S2).

Here, for simplicity, we assume an average ambient
temperature of ~33 °C and oil temperature of 55 °C. Thus,
adding the oil and ambient temperature to the tie-plate
temperature detailed in Fig. 4, increases the overall transformer
temperature causes the temperature of T5 and T6 exceed the
IEEE thermal violation threshold of 200 °C. Thus, in this case,
much attention should be paid to monitor the hotspot
temperature behavior of these transformers.

• Scenario 2 (S2): Contingency Operating ConditionHotspot Temperature Assessment
According to the IEEE-C57-12, 2015, particular attention
must be paid to long-time transformer operation at rated load
above the temperature 110 °C. However, the IEEE standard for
the short-term hotspot temperature limit is 200 °C. To
demonstrate the impacts of the loss of the overheated and/or
damaged transformers on the system overall in the worst case
scenario, while the ambient and oil temperature are considered
to be 33 °C and 55 °C, respectively, a contingency scenario (S2)
is analyzed by disconnecting the parallel overheated
transformers T5 and T6 located at substation 5. These two
transformers experienced the highest tie-plate temperature rise
of 112.8 °C during the normal operating scenario (S1) and
considering (11) the overall temperature would exceed the IEEE
threshold of 200 °C.
Obviously, any modification in the topology of the system
changes the electricity flow in the system which results in the
variation of temperature response of the transformers across the
system. The tie-plate temperature rise contour of the
transformers is demonstrated in the one-line diagram of the 20bus test system presented in Fig. 6. The temperature increases as
the contour transits from blue to red. Note that the approximated
thermal model of the transformer’s tie-plate depends on the
GICs input values (10). Although the ambient temperature
affects the tie-plate temperature, the simulation results shown in
Fig. 6 consider only the role of the GIC changes in the tie-plate
temperature rise. Thus, for the substation 1 which is protected
by a GIC-blocking device and the post-contingency substation 5
(while transformers are disconnected) the tie-plate’s
temperature rise contour shows zero value (see Fig. 6).
However, the overall transformer temperature value increases
when the ambient temperature is considered (11). In this
contingency scenario, the maximum temperature rise occurred

in T7 and T8. This highlight the facts that, although all other
transformers are thermally safe during the normal operating
condition, continuous tracking of adjacent transformers to the
one faced with the highest GIC is of great necessity in case of
contingencies.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides a methodology for a system-wide
transformer thermal response assessment in power systems
facing a GMD. The derived GIC and thermal assessment models
are employed to estimate the dynamic temperature response of
the system transformers during normal operating conditions as
well as contingency scenarios. The proposed method helps to
attain a preliminary system-wide temperature assessment of
power transformers to monitor the most thermally-critical
elements and prepare for necessary remedial actions.
The GIC-caused temperature impacts on different
transformers are studied in the 20-bus test case. A pre and postcontingency thermal assessment is also conducted taking into
account the transformer temperature threshold complied with
the IEEE standard. Such thermal analyses can help operators
monitor and protect transformers and the system to fill in the
gaps left by the lack of a sufficient number of sensors, and also
as off-line studies for planning and mitigation purposes.
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